CEPF SMALL GRANT FINAL PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
I. BASIC DATA
Organization Legal Name: EnviroScience
Project Title (as stated in the grant agreement):

Southern Namib Restoration Ecology

Information Package
Implementation Partners for This Project: Namibia Nature Foundation
Project Dates (as stated in the grant agreement):

September 1, 2003 – August 31,

2005
Date of Report (month/year): June 22, 2005

II. OPENING REMARKS
Provide any opening remarks that may assist in the review of this report.

III. NARRATIVE QUESTIONS
1.
What was the initial objective of this project?
Production of booklet on restoration and environmental management in Namibia’s
Succulent Karoo and brochure for Southern Namib Restoration Ecology Project
2. Did the objectives of your project change during implementation? If so, please
explain why and how.
Yes- the brochure was no longer required as the Southern Namib Restoration Ecology
Project was discontinued in its current form.
3. How was your project successful in achieving the expected objectives?
It was successful in producing the planned output within the projected time frame and
budget.
4. Did your team experience any disappointments or failures during implementation? If
so, please explain and comment on how the team addressed these disappointments
and/or failures.
Official endorsement from the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, the agency dealing
with environmental management in Namibia, could not be obtained, because of the lack
of a clear publication policy. The ministry is addressing this shortcoming at present.
5. Describe any positive or negative lessons learned from this project that would be
useful to share with other organizations interested in implementing a similar project.
Plan for a long review process and several rounds of review, as volunteers reviewing
such information need to fit this into their busy schedules.
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6. Describe any follow-up activities related to this project.
Distribution of the booklets will continue.
7. Please provide any additional information to assist CEPF in understanding any other
aspects of your completed project.
see final report

IV. ADDITIONAL FUNDING
Provide details of any additional donors who supported this project and any funding
secured for the project as a result of the CEPF grant or success of the project.

Donor
GTZ (Namibian
National Biodiversity
Programme)

Type of Funding*
A

Amount
± N$ 200000
(US$ 31000)

Notes
supported work that
resulted in the information
contained in this booklet

*Additional funding should be reported using the following categories:
A

Project co-financing (Other donors contribute to the direct costs of this CEPF project)

B

Complementary funding (Other donors contribute to partner organizations that are
working on a project linked with this CEPF project

C

Grantee and Partner leveraging (Other donors contribute to your organization or a
partner organization as a direct result of successes with this CEPF project.)

D

Regional/Portfolio leveraging (Other donors make large investments in a region
because of CEPF investment or successes related to this project.)

Provide details of whether this project will continue in the future and if so, how any
additional funding already secured or fundraising plans will help ensure its sustainability.

V. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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VI. INFORMATION SHARING
CEPF aims to increase sharing of experiences, lessons learned and results among our grant
recipients and the wider conservation and donor communities. One way we do this is by making
the text of final project completion reports available on our Web site, www.cepf.net, and by
marketing these reports in our newsletter and other communications. Please indicate whether you
would agree to publicly sharing your final project report with others in this way.
Yes __X_____
No ________

If yes, please also complete the following:
For more information about this project, please contact:
Name: Antje Burke
Mailing address: Box 90230, Klein Windhoek, Namibia
Tel: +264-61-223739
Fax: +264-61-227906
E-mail: antje.burke@enviro-science.info
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